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Abstract
Here I explore a new line of evidence for belief-credence dualism, the thesis that beliefs and
credences are distinct and equally fundamental types of mental states. Despite considerable
recent disagreement over this thesis, little attention has been paid in philosophy to differences
in how our mindreading systems represent the beliefs and credences of others. Fascinatingly,
the systems we rely on to accurately and efficiently track others’ mental states appear to
function like belief-credence dualists: Credence is tracked like an emotional state, composed
of both representational and affective content, whereas belief is tracked like a bare
representational state with no affective component. I argue on a preliminary basis that, in this
particular case, the mechanics of mentalizing likely pick out a genuine affective dimension to
credence that is absent for belief, further strengthening the converging case for beliefcredence dualism.
Keywords: epistemology, Theory of Mind, mentalizing, confidence, partial belief,
affect
1. Introduction: Belief and credence
Just now I’ve formed the belief that there are three bananas on my desk. As is characteristic
of the formation of belief states, my options in this matter were quite limited. Beyond
forming the obvious belief upon seeing what certainly appear to be three bananas sitting
where I normally keep my fruit, I could have instead disbelieved that there were in fact three
bananas on my desk or withheld forming a belief with respect to whether there were three
bananas on my desk. This coarse-grained doxastic structure is central to the characterization
of belief states: For some proposition p, one’s only options are to (1) believe that p, (2)
disbelieve that p, or (3) withhold belief whether p.
In addition to believing that there are three bananas on the table, I am also quite
confident that there are three bananas on the table. As with belief, the formation of these
confidence states is a staple of human cognition. However, in contrast with the three-valued
belief state, I have far more options for my level of confidence, or credence, that there are
three bananas on the table. In fact, my credence can be continuously variable: I could be
maximally confident, highly confident, somewhat confident, almost confident, not confident
at all, or anything in between. This fine-grained doxastic structure is central to the
characterization of credence states and is commonly expressed numerically as ranging
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between 0 and 1, with credence 0 corresponding with maximal confidence that not p,
credence .5 corresponding with no greater confidence for p than for not p, and credence 1
corresponding with maximal confidence that p.
The precise relationship between belief and credence states has been the subject of
considerable recent debate, which has largely centred around the question of whether one of
these types of states reduces to the other (for an excellent overview, see Jackson 2020).
Occupying one side of this debate are monist accounts, which maintain that beliefs and
credences are in fact a single type of mental state: On credence-first monism, credence is the
basic mental state, with beliefs reducing to a particular class of credences. Different versions
of credence-first monism maintain that beliefs are either (i) credences of 1 (e.g. Clarke 2013;
Greco 2015; Dodd 2016) or (ii) credences above some (< 1) threshold (e.g. van Fraassen
1995; Sturgeon 2008; Foley 2009; Lee 2017; Dorst 2019). Conversely, on belief-first
monism, belief is the basic mental state. For example, credence c that p might reduce to the
belief that the probability of p is c (see Moon and Jackson 2020) or the tendency of strength c
to believe that p (Kauss 2020).
Contrasting with monism, dualist accounts maintain that neither credences nor beliefs
reduce to the other (e.g. Pettigrew 2015; Friedman 2019; Jackson 2019; Weisberg 2020).
Instead, on the dualist view, credences and beliefs are distinct types of mental states. While it
might be the case that our beliefs and credences frequently (or even always) coincide (for
more on the question of independence, see Jackson 2021), the dualist maintains that they are
nevertheless distinct.
The aim of this paper is to explore a new kind of argument in favour of this beliefcredence dualism. Central to this argument is the observation that we often employ distinct
neurocognitive mechanisms for tracking belief and credence states, mechanisms that operate
on quite different sorts of perceptual cues. Crucially, our Theory of Mind1 (ToM) systems
frequently track credence states via auditory cues associated with affective content. When
paired with the observation that these systems can and do track belief states without making
use of any cues indicative of affective content, we are left with a clear picture of belief and
credence on the ontology of the systems that track them—Belief is tracked like a purely
representational state, with no affective content, whereas credence is tracked like an
emotional state, with both intentional and affective components. All told, our mental state
tracking systems are straightforwardly understood as dualists, right down to the neural level,
handling beliefs and credences as separate types of attitudes others might hold with respect to
p.
These considerations converge with experimental results previously reported by
Buckwalter et al. (2015), which found that participants attribute ‘thin’ belief—a ‘bare’
representational state—differently than ‘thick belief’—loosely characterized by the presence
of assent or some emotional element (p. 749). While attributions of thick belief were
observed to violate the entailment principle (knowledge entails belief), the same didn’t hold
for attributions of thin belief. On this basis, Buckwalter et al. conclude that thick and thin
belief ‘approximate genuinely distinct categories within folk psychology’ (p. 748), even
going so far as to (briefly) speculate that thin belief might be ‘discrete’ and thick belief
‘continuous’ (p. 798). The empirical evidence I’ll discuss here corroborates this claim,
clarifying how our Theory of Mind systems distinguish between purely representational,
discrete belief states and graded credence states with both representational and affective
components.
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It would of course be a bit hasty to draw any definitive conclusions about the actual
relationship between belief and credence from these observations alone. After all, actual
mental ontology may not match the categories employed by the neurocognitive systems
dedicated to tracking mental states. Nevertheless, even if we are generally wary of the idea
that the empirical details of mental state attribution tell us something about the nature of the
states themselves, here we have good reason to think that our ToM systems are right.
Asymmetries between how we ordinarily talk about belief and credence states, along with our
own introspective judgements about the feeling of confidence, closely align with the idea that
credence is something much closer to an emotional state than is belief. Taken together, we
find a suite of considerations that all point in the same direction: Theory of Mind processes,
ordinary language, and even our introspective judgements all seem to pick out a genuine
affective component present in credence states but absent in belief states. At a minimum, this
places pressure on the monist to account for this apparent asymmetry in affective content. In
this manner, we might understand the evidence surveyed here as straightforwardly, if
defeasibly, supporting belief-credence dualism. Additionally, if one is committed to the view
that the categories employed in mental state attribution generally match actual mental
ontology (e.g. Nagel 2013; Bricker 2021), then belief-credence dualism follows quite
straightforwardly.
In presenting this argument, I’ll begin by discussing a few key neurocognitive
mechanisms responsible for much of our ability to successfully track the beliefs and
credences of others (§2). Far from providing an exhaustive account of the empirical details of
belief and credence attribution, I’ll instead focus specifically on a few widely employed
mechanisms, contrasting the perspectival tracking of belief with the prosodic cues that
underly much of our credence tracking. From this contrast, I’ll then argue that, on the
ontology of ToM systems, belief and credence are tracked like two different types of states
(§3). Roughly, ToM-ontology takes credence, but not belief, to be something resembling an
emotional state, with both intentional and affective components. Finally, I’ll consider whether
the belief-credence dualism displayed by ToM-ontology lends any support to dualism on
actual mental ontology (§4). Crucially, as the differences in affective content identified by
our ToM systems closely match differences in how we talk and think about the beliefs and
credences of others, the sum effect is that we have good prima facie reason to conclude that
these systems are indeed picking out a genuine difference between belief and credence states.
2. Contrasting Neurocognitive Mechanisms for Belief and Credence Attribution
Much like the formation of belief and credence states, the capacity to successfully track these
states in others plays an important role in everyday life. A staple of human social cognition,
the ability to reliably evaluate the mental states of others—often referred to collectively as
‘Theory of Mind’, ‘mentalizing’, or ‘mindreading’ (for a neuroscience-oriented overview, see
Mahy et al. 2014)—is indispensable in our successful navigation of social environments. In
order to track the mental states of others, human Theory of Mind systems employ a variety of
neural and cognitive mechanisms, which can differ with what state they seek to track.2 As I’ll
discuss in this section, belief and credence states provide an excellent illustration of this
variation in attributive mechanisms: Prototypical cases are often associated with largely
distinct neurocognitive mechanisms, mechanisms which operate on quite divergent classes of
perceptual cues. Roughly speaking, belief attribution is often computed via perspectival
2
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mechanisms, which operate on coarse-grained, causally upstream visual cues about the state
of reality that produces the belief state being tracked. In contrast, credence attribution is
largely facilitated by mechanisms that operate on fine-grained, causally downstream auditory
cues like vocal pitch dynamics, which are produced by credence states themselves and,
crucially, are closely associated with affective content. To be clear, this contrast by no means
constitutes a complete account of the mechanisms of belief and credence attribution. Just like
any other mental states, we might expect significant overlap in the classes of cues associated
with beliefs and credences, and there are of course both behavioural and lexical cues closely
associated with both. The important point here isn’t just that these cues can be different.
Frequent differences in cues alone might not mean anything substantive at all. Instead, what’s
important here is how and why they’re different. As I’ll argue in the next section, the
differences between belief and credence attribution outlined here indicate that they are
tracked as if they are two distinct types of mental states. Before unpacking the mental
ontology displayed by our Theory of Mind systems, however, we first need an empirical
characterization of how these systems can track beliefs and credences differently.
Let’s begin with belief. One of the most basic ways in which we track an agent’s
belief states is through tracking visual information available to the agent (see e.g. Samson et
al. 2010). At least under normal, everyday circumstances, the visual information available to
an agent will closely correspond with what she believes, allowing us to then use this
information as a basis for tracking her belief states. For example, if I see that all three
bananas on the table are visible on Lucy’s perspective—and that no banana-sized portion of
the table is occluded from her perspective—I’ll readily attribute the belief to Lucy that there
are three bananas on the table. Conversely, if only two of the bananas are visible on her
perspective, I might attribute to her the belief that there are only two bananas on the table—
or, depending on the precise details of the occlusion, I may attribute to her a withholding of
belief with respect to the exact banana count. In any case, regardless of the actual belief I
attribute to Lucy, what I’m doing is tracking Lucy’s belief state by tracking the visual
information available on Lucy’s perspective, which under normal circumstances will produce
a particular belief state in Lucy. Fascinatingly, I’m not actually relying on any downstream
perceptual cues produced by the state I’m tracking, but instead the upstream cues that
produce the state. A bit more precisely, I’m tracking the representational content that will
constitute Lucy’s belief state by tracking the visual information that the state will represent.
This sort of perspectival tracking is widely understood to be a major way in which we
attribute beliefs to others, providing the basis for one of the most widely implemented
experimental paradigms for the empirical study of belief attribution (Call and Tomasello
1999; see also Samson et al. 2004; Samson et al. 2005; Kaminski et al. 2008; Fabricius et al.
2010; van Der Meer et al. 2011; Bricker 2020).3
One of the most important neurocognitive mechanisms for successfully tracking S’s
beliefs on the basis of her visual perspective is visual perspective taking. As the name
suggests, visual perspective taking is roughly the ‘ability to put ourselves into the shoes of
another’ and represent the visual information available on the other’s perspective (Surtees et
al. 2013, 426; for a more critical discussion, see Samuel et al. 2021). This capacity to form
representations about the visual perspectives of others has been widely studied for decades
(see e.g. Masangkay et al. 1974; Flavell et al. 1981; Samson et al. 2005; Moll & Tomasello
2006; Samuel et al. 2021), is supported by neural processes in the temporoparietal junction
(TPJ; Schurz et al. 2013; Schuwerk et al. 2014; Schurz et al. 2015; Özdem et al. 2019; for an
overview, see Heleven and Van Overwalle 2018), and may even occur automatically in the
3
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absence of any task-specific demand for perspective taking (Samson et al. 2010; Surtees &
Apperly 2012). Most importantly for our purposes, the ability to represent the visual
information available on the other’s perspective is an integral part of successfully tracking the
belief states of others on the basis of visual information that produces those states—Without
such a perspective-taking capacity, we would be left to infer the beliefs of others only on the
basis of the information available to us, which often doesn’t match the information available
to others. We see this result borne out empirically, as deficits in visual perspective taking are
closely associated with the inability to successfully track others’ beliefs (Samson et al. 2007).
Let’s turn now to credence. Contrasting with the coarse-grained perspectival
mechanisms that underly much of our ability to track the beliefs of others, credence
attribution relies heavily on graded cues generated by the credence states it aims to track. The
most important of these perceptual cues are auditory, with prosodic markers (especially pitch
dynamics) during assertion functioning as important signals of a speaker’s confidence in that
assertion.4
The prosodic tracking of credence states proceeds roughly as follows: First, a
speaker’s degree of confidence when asserting that p is encoded into acoustic properties of
her voice, most importantly pitch dynamics, with more confident assertions associated with
falling pitch and unconfident assertions associated with rising pitch (Jiang & Pell 2017). As
confident and unconfident assertions generally sound different, our neurocognitive credencetracking systems can then use these differences in auditory cues to rapidly and automatically
work out the confidence of others when they assert that p. This has been demonstrated quite
conclusively by a series of studies from Jiang & Pell, which observed that participants can
quickly and accurately judge a speaker’s level of confidence in her assertion5 on the basis of
prosodic cues alone, ultimately concluding that ‘a listener’s brain is rapidly attuned to vocal
cues that signal one’s [degree of confidence]’ (2015, 24; also Jiang & Pell 2016; Jiang et al.
2017). Importantly for our purposes, neurophysiological evidence indicates that neutralsounding statements are processed differently than all prosodically marked statements,
whether marked for high or low speaker confidence (Jiang & Pell 2015, §3.2). All this means
that, when Lucy asserts, ‘There are three bananas on the table’, her high level of confidence
will under ordinary conditions result in vocal patterns that we as hearers automatically detect,
allowing us to efficiently track Lucy’s credence state. Fascinatingly, this encoding of
confidence information into pitch dynamics allows us to at least partially track the magnitude
of the credence states of others even when we have no access to the representational content
of those states—for example, when this information is encoded in unintelligible pseudoutterances (Pell 2007; Monetta et al. 2008).
At this point, we might observe that this mode of credence tracking closely mirrors
that widely used to track mental states with significant affective components. Emotional
states like anger, sadness, joy, and fear all produce characteristic (graded) prosodic cues that
allow us to rapidly track these states in others (for a review, see Frühholz et al. 2016). It is
then unsurprising that converging evidence from a variety of sources indicates that the
tracking of speaker confidence through vocal pitch dynamics is supported by the same neural
mechanisms responsible for processing speakers’ emotional cues: EEG studies have observed
neural time courses for the processing of speaker confidence consistent with those of other
emotional vocal cues (Jiang & Pell 2015; Jiang & Pell 2016); hemodynamic activation during
the processing of confident/unconfident utterances, especially in the superior temporal gyrus
(STG) and inferior frontal gyrus (IFG; Jiang et al. 2017), closely matches that of other
4
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emotional vocal cues (see Frühholz et al. 2016); and neuropsychological observations from
patients with right hemisphere damage (Pell 2007) as well as Parkinson’s disease (Monetta et
al. 2008) indicate that deficits in tracking the confidence of others via prosodic cues closely
coincide with deficits in tracking emotional prosody. In short, when credences are tracked in
this way, they are tracked just like we might expect were credence some variety of emotional
state.
Before concluding, I want to make clear that here I’ve just assumed that there is no
distinction to be made between tracking S’s credence states and tracking S’s feeling of
confidence. As something like this credence-feeling distinction appears at least as far back as
Ramsay (1926, 28), I want to say something on why I’ve chosen to forego it. While I will
return in §4 to the question of whether credence and the feeling of confidence are distinct
categories on actual mental ontology, the suggestion that our ToM systems track them like
different states runs counter to the available evidence. Were this suggestion correct, we
would expect that prosodically unmarked statements would demand fewer neural resources
during the evaluation of speaker confidence, as, instead of tracking what are taken to be two
distinct states (credence + the feeling of confidence), participants would only need to track
one (credence). However, we observe the exact opposite. While S’s confidence in her
assertions can be rapidly and automatically tracked via prosodic cues, evaluating speaker
confidence from unmarked assertions invokes much greater processing demands. As Jiang et
al. conclude on the basis of evidence from both EEG and fMRI (2017, 3743-4), a
‘prosodically unmarked voice reduces involuntary responses and places top–down demands
on the listener to uncover the implication of a nonexpressive voice’, which illustrates that ‘a
time-consuming inference about the underlying sociopragmatic function of prosodically
unmarked statements is required’. This is precisely what we should expect were credence
itself tracked like an emotional state, which needs to be inferred from conversational context
in the absence of direct cues of affective content.
All told, a wide variety of empirical evidence indicates that our Theory of Mind
systems track credence as if it has an affective component. Credence states and states with
affective content are (i) produced and tracked via the same sort of graded prosodic cues and
(ii) processed by comparable neurocognitive mechanisms, which (iii) display correlated
deficits. As we’ll explore more now, this sharply contrasts with belief, which is often tracked
as if it lacks any affective component.
3. Belief and Credence in ToM-Ontology
In the previous section, I contrasted some of the key neurocognitive mechanisms supporting
our ability to successfully attribute beliefs and credences to others. Now, I want to explore
what these empirical differences between belief and credence tracking tell us about their
respective places in the ontology of our Theory of Mind systems. Reserving any questions
about actual mental ontology for the next section, our goal here is to understand whether
ToM systems track beliefs and credences like they’re distinct types of mental states. I of
course think that they do, but unpacking precisely how the empirical evidence supports this
claim is a bit tricky. Again, it’s quite important to keep in mind that it isn’t enough to simply
observe that belief and credence tracking often relies on distinct neurocognitive mechanisms
and associated perceptual cues—After all, we might trivially observe the same for what are
uncontroversially single types (and even tokens) of mental states.6 Nor do we have available
to us the sort of direct evidence that might establish that credence states are sometimes
6
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attributed when belief states either are not or cannot be (or vice versa), as we have for
knowledge and belief (see Bricker 2020; Phillips et al. 2021). Instead, my argument here will
build from two main observations: (1) Credences are tracked using processes that are
characteristic of the tracking of states with affective content. (2) Beliefs are tracked using
processes that are uncharacteristic of the tracking of states with affective content. Taken
together, credence states are tracked as having an affective component that belief states are
tracked as lacking. While a dualist interpretation of ToM-ontology easily accommodates
these observations, the monist alternative is much more problematic. Perhaps most
importantly, as ToM-ontology takes credence states to have a component that belief states
lack, the option of a credence-first interpretation is straightforwardly excluded.
Let’s begin with credences. Up to this point, I’ve made repeated reference to the idea
that credence is tracked as if it’s an affective state or like it has an affective component. By
this, I mean that the prosodic tracking our ToM systems use for credence is characteristic of
the tracking of states with affective content. As discussed in the previous section, not only are
credence and other emotional states tracked using the same kinds of downstream cues closely
associated with emotional states, but these cues are processed using similar neurocognitive
mechanisms, which display correlated deficits. Moreover, just like an emotional state, the
strength of credence states can be tracked even when representational content is not (e.g. in
the case of pseudo-utterances). While of course fallible, all this clearly suggests that credence
is tracked like we might expect were our ToM systems to identify it as having an affective
component. It is difficult for me to imagine how one might object to this observation.
Conversely, belief is tracked like it lacks an affective component. Again, by this I
mean that the perspectival tracking our ToM systems use for belief is uncharacteristic of the
tracking of states with affective content. While it is at least conceivable that in some scenario
S’s emotional state might be tracked using perspectival cues upstream from S, that isn’t
generally how we track emotions. And if the empirical study of emotion tracking is any
indication, such tracking is highly unusual. The mostly widely implemented paradigms used
to investigate emotion tracking all utilize causally downstream cues, e.g. facial expressions,
prosodic markers, and other behaviour caused by the tracked emotions (Bänziger 2014;
Wilhelm et al. 2014; see e.g. Matsumoto et al. 2000; Baron-Cohen et al. 2001; Tracy &
Robins 2008; Rosenberg et al. 2019). This is no accident or quirk of empirical research.
There is a fundamental asymmetry between emotional and purely representational states with
respect to how causally upstream cues map to potential mental states. For a purely
representational state (e.g. simple visual perception), under ordinary circumstances, cues
upstream to S are generally associated with only a single representational state that S could
be in (i.e. seeing the cue). This allows us to attribute that bare representational state to S
purely on the basis of causally upstream information. However, the states of affairs that cause
emotions are generally consistent with a range of different possible emotional states. To take
an example from the documentation for the CAVEAT measure of emotion recognition, the
upstream cue of water spilling on S is consistent with S being annoyed, but it is also just as
consistent with S being angry or amused (Rosenberg et al. 2019, 235). Accordingly, to
successfully track S’s emotions, additional information is needed. An emotion-tracking
system that operated only on upstream information just wouldn’t be very good at tracking
emotions, hence the characteristic reliance on downstream cues. In short, because upstream
cues don’t consistently map to determinate affective content like they can map to determinate
bare representational states, emotion tracking doesn’t generally rely on upstream tracking
modes. As belief tracking does utilize these kinds of mechanisms, we can observe that belief
is tracked like it lacks an affective component—Beliefs are tracked through processes
uncharacteristic of the tracking of states with affective components.
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Before moving on, I want to quickly consider an objection from sarcasm: Roughly,
tracking a speaker’s meaning, and therefore her belief states, on the basis of sarcastic or
otherwise ironic speech notably involves processing prosodic cues (see e.g. Bryant 2010),
which would then indicate, as with credence, that beliefs states can at least sometimes be
partially composed by affective content. To defuse this concern, I would point out that
sarcastic speech conveys far more than bare belief content. As discussed by Camp (2012,
589), sarcasm is often used as a tool for speakers wishing to be identified by others as
occupying certain emotional states, specifically citing denial, hope, and scorn. Accordingly,
we might understand that prosodic cues for sarcasm allow the speak to convey—and the
hearer to track—affective content not constitutive of beliefs but instead distinct emotional
states.
All told, the available evidence indicates that credence, but not belief, is tracked as if
it has an affective component. Let’s now consider how both dualist and monist interpretations
of ToM-ontology might account for this contrast. First, the dualist interpretation provides a
straightforward framework on which to understand why credence—but not belief—is tracked
like a state with an affective component: Our ToM systems operate using distinct belief and
credence categories, taking them to be two separate types of mental states, with belief states
composed of only a representational component and credence states composed of both
representational and affective components. Conversely, on the monist interpretation, our
ToM systems track beliefs and credences like a single type of mental state, which is
characterized by a complex relation to affective content: Much of the time, being in this type
of mental state is largely constituted by affective content, but much of the time being in this
type of mental state is accompanied by no affective content.
I would suggest that, even at this point, the dualist ToM-ontology reads as the more
natural option. Something about the monist interpretation seems a bit fishy. However, we can
draw out this latent fishiness by simply asking ourselves what the single type of mental state
is supposed to be here—a credence state (that beliefs reduce to) or a belief state (that
credences reduce to)? First, we might note that the credence-first option is immediately
incompatible with the supposition that credences have a component that beliefs lack. It’s
unclear how we might make sense of beliefs lacking any affective component but reducing to
a type of state characterized largely by its affective component. Recall from §2 that both high
and low credence states are tracked through cues characteristic of affective content, so it
would be dubious to suggest that only credences too low to count as beliefs are tracked like
emotions. Accordingly, the credence-first option just isn’t available to the ToM monist.
However, the belief-first alternative doesn’t fare all that much better. Here one does have the
option to say that belief is more basic in the sense that the propositional content of credence
states might reduce to that of belief, with credence states being composed of this belief
component plus some additional affective component. However, while this is at least
somewhat in keeping with the spirit of belief-first monism, it certainly doesn’t mean that
credences thereby reduce to belief, as there is still a component of credence states that goes
beyond this representational content.7 The proposal that credence is a belief state plus
something else might still be considered belief-first, but it certainly isn’t monism.
The point here is that the belief-credence monism interpretation of ToM-ontology just
doesn’t work for either a single credence state or a single belief state. As the affective
component of credence states is different in category from the representational content that
7
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constitutes belief states, neither can reduce to the other. Instead, the monist interpretation
requires something different than either of the monisms surveyed in section 1—a single state
that is neither belief nor credence, roughly characterized by a representational component and
a major but non-integral affective component, to which both belief and credence might
reduce. Let’s call this new state “beliefence.” Whatever the precise details of beliefence
might happen to be, if there is to be a viable monist interpretation of ToM-ontology, it will
have to appeal to something along these lines.
This then brings us back to the central question of this section—Do our Theory of
Mind systems track belief and credence like one state or two? Although I’m not sure that I
can definitively exclude the monist interpretation, I think it is clear that dualism is the
preferable choice. While the dualist interpretation provides a straightforward, unproblematic
framework for understanding the central differences in how our Theory of Mind systems
track belief and credence states, beliefence monism is plagued by a number of issues. First,
note that despite fulfilling the letter of belief-credence monism, beliefence monism abandons
much of the spirit of extant monist positions. One of the characterizing features of beliefcredence monisms is their ontological simplicity, allowing us to account for both belief and
credence attitudes with the minimal number of mental states. Beliefence monism, in contrast,
is something of a metaphysical monster, requiring us to posit an entirely new type of mental
state, whose characteristics seem quite unlike other mental states presently in our conceptual
arsenal. In so doing, the familiar frameworks provided by belief-credence monisms must too
be abandoned. No longer might we say that one familiar mental category reduces to another.
Instead, they are unified in reducing to some new, previously undescribed type of mental
state.
This brings us to the second, more significant issue with positing that ToM-ontology
operates using the single category of beliefence states—There just isn’t any evidence to
suggest that there are beliefence states, either in ToM or actual mental ontology. While
beliefence monism might work at a theoretical level, it’s unclear why anyone would ever
posit such an account apart from the desire to resist dualism on ToM-ontology. Any
inclination towards this sort of ad hoc manoeuvring, however, would strike me as particularly
odd, as one can be perfectly happy to grant that our Theory of Mind systems are dualists
without conceding to dualism for actual mental ontology. As we’ll see in the next section, it
is by no means trivial to infer the nature of mental states from the ontology of the
neurocognitive systems that track them. Rather than positing the new, strange, otherwise
unmotivated category of beliefence all as a means to resist my argument, I think the more
promising path of resistance is to maintain that ToM-ontology just gets mental ontology
wrong here.
In short, at this point we can be quite confident that the dualist interpretation of ToMontology is preferable to that offered by monism, providing a straightforward way on which
to understand the contrasting mechanisms of belief and credence attribution: Belief and
credence are tracked like two distinct types of mental states, with belief composed of only a
representational component and credence composed of both representational and affective
components.
4. Belief and Credence on Actual Mental Ontology
Up to this point, we’ve been primarily concerned with questions related to the Theory of
Mind systems that allow us to track the mental states of others—How do ToM systems track
beliefs and credences differently, and what is the best way to interpret the mental ontology
applied by these systems? Now, I want to return to the central question of this paper, which is
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not one simply of ToM-ontology, but actual mental ontology—Are beliefs and credences two
distinct types of mental states? Here I’ll defend the position that they are. In this specific
case, our ToM systems seem to get it right, picking out a genuine affective component of
credence that is absent for belief. We see this reflected in asymmetries in how we talk about
the belief and confidence of others, with talk of confidence mirroring talk of other affective
states in ways that talk of belief does not. We might further observe that this also matches our
introspective judgements about the feeling of confidence and its relationship with belief. All
told, even if one is generally wary of the inference from ToM-ontology to actual mental
ontology (e.g. in the case of knowledge), here it seems perfectly benign. A suite of
considerations all indicate that credence has an affective component while belief does not.
While I would stop short of making any definitive conclusions on this basis alone, the
observation that beliefs and credences likely differ in their composition converges with
evidence that they play differing functional roles (Ross and Schroeder 2014; Friedman 2019)
and are cognitively distinct (Weisberg 2020), further strengthening the overall case for beliefcredence dualism.
To start, one way we might argue that ToM-ontology gets things right here is through
an appeal to the broader claim that ToM-ontology is generally a reliable guide to actual
mental ontology. While Nagel has notably advanced this position by suggesting that we adopt
a ‘non-skeptical attitude’ towards ToM-ontology (2013, 303), here I want to consider how we
might employ the principle of neurocognitive parity (Bricker 2021) to do this work.
Originally formulated with the metaphysical composition of knowledge in mind,
neurocognitive parity is an ‘if what, then how principle’ (Bricker 2021, 11; original emphasis)
for mental state attribution. That is, if what our Theory of Mind systems tell us in a specific
case (Does S know? Believe? Have credence c?) is indicative of the metaphysical
composition of the target state, so too is how those judgements form. As here we’re talking
about foundational, unproblematic Theory of Mind processes responsible for a large
proportion of our judgements about belief and credence, and, as with knowledge, it is entirely
ordinary to expect what we judge in cases of belief and credence to be indicative of their
metaphysical compositions8, we can then apply neurocognitive parity to conclude that how
beliefs and credences are attributed is also indicative of their respective metaphysical
compositions. In short, if one agrees that the mental ontology applied by our ToM systems is
generally correct, whether because of neurocognitive parity or some other rationale, then it
follows that belief-credence dualism is directly supported by the observations of the previous
two sections. I recognize, however, that many are likely to find this sort of move
unconvincing, and for that reason I’ve opted to showcase a more conservative argument here.
The idea is that, even if you generally want to resist the move from ToM-ontology to actual
mental ontology, we have good reason to think that, in this specific case, ToM-ontology is on
to something.
An important indication that our ToM systems are in fact picking out a genuine
affective component of credence states, which isn’t present in belief states, comes from the
significant asymmetry in how we ordinarily talk about the beliefs and credences of others.
There are at least 3 identifiable dimensions to this asymmetry (see table 1 for a summary).
First, as with mental states uncontroversially composed of an affective component, we readily
describe others’ confidence that p as if it’s a feeling, using verbs like ‘is’, ‘feels’, ‘sounds’,
and ‘looks’ together with a mental state adjective. It is perfectly ordinary to say something
like, ‘Alex is/feels/sounds/looks confident that she is winning the chess tournament’, just as
we might for Alex being/feeling/sounding/looking excited (or relieved, or surprised, etc.) that
she is winning. In contrast, belief states cannot be expressed via this ‘feeling’ syntax. At least
8

For a discussion of a large number of examples, see Jackson (2021).
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in English, there simply isn’t a natural way to say that S is/feels/sounds/looks belief-y or
think-y that p. The closest option might be ‘believable’, but this expresses something else
entirely, not the property of being in a belief state but of being/appearing trustworthy.9 In this
respect, belief is much closer to something like knowledge than it is a state with an
affective component. Next, a second, related asymmetry comes from our ability to talk about
the confidence of others as a mood, with affective content absent any intentional object. We
can and often do say things like ‘S is/feels/sounds/looks confident’, just like we might for any
other mood. It’s perfectly intelligible to say that S just feels confident in a general sense,
without that confidence being directed at any specific intentional object. This too contrasts
with belief, as it is simply unintelligible to talk about S being in a belief state with no
representational content. Finally, we might observe that belief is easily expressed using
mental state verbs like ‘thinks’ and ‘believes’, while credence—as with many states with
affective content—lacks a dedicated mental state verb.10 Much like we cannot naturally say
that S excites (or relieves, or surprises, etc.) that p, we cannot say that S credences or
confidences that p.
Additionally, we might further observe that none of this seems especially odd or
inconsistent with our own introspective judgements about what it’s like to be in a credence
state. On the contrary, I would submit that, upon introspection, we readily find that there is
something to the idea that credence has a significant affective component, a component
which appears to grow stronger in magnitude the closer one gets to maximal or minimal
confidence. For example, imagine that you’re a student about to sit down for an exam, and
Credence

(e.g.) Excitement

Belief

(e.g.) Knowledge

feelings

S feels confident that p.

S feels excited that p.

*S feels [think-y] that p.

*S feels [know-y] that p.

moods

S sounds confident.

S sounds excited.

*S sounds [think-y].

*S sounds [know-y] that p.

verbs

*S credences that p.

*S excites that p.

S thinks that p.

S knows that p.

Table 1: Summary of differences in how we talk about credence and belief states, with excitement and knowledge included as
states that display similar syntactic profiles in English. Green boxes indicate availability under ordinary English usage,
whereas orange boxes indicate a lack of availability. [Brackets] illustrate mental state adjectives absent in English.

that your confidence that you’ll pass is quite low. That doubt feels a certain way, with a
phenomenological character we might distinguish from the dread of the undesirable
consequences of failing and cacophony of other negative emotions one might be feeling. Or,
imagine instead that going in you’re near-maximally confident that you’re going to ace the
exam. That state of confidence feels a certain way too. Again, while it might coincide with
other affective states, like excitement or calm or even pride, we can clearly separate out the
feeling of confidence from any such coincident states. We might observe further that while
this state of confidence is to some degree correlated with the belief that one will ace the
exam, this belief itself doesn’t seem to entail any feeling of confidence. At least conceptually,
we can easily imagine ourselves to believe that we’ll ace the exam in isolation from the
feeling of confidence. There doesn’t seem to be anything defective, or even abnormal, with a
statement like, ‘I’m not feeling especially confident, but, at least intellectually, I do think that
9

Additionally, ‘S is/feels/sounds/looks believable that p’ is still unnatural in English.
This isn’t a perfect asymmetry, as states like hope and fear do have their own mental state verbs, but the point
stands that the absence of a dedicated mental state verb is often associated with states that we in some way feel.
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I’ll do well on the exam’. In such a case, we can easily imagine the speaker’s mental state.
While I’m not sure that this sort of observation is itself sufficient to motivate belief-credence
dualism, that’s not really the point. Rather, the point here is that our introspective judgements
about what it’s like to be confident are, at a minimum, consistent with the proposal that there
is indeed a feeling associated with confidence, a feeling which isn’t in the same way
associated with belief.
These asymmetries in how we talk and think about beliefs and credences are precisely
what we would expect if ToM-ontology indeed picked out a genuine difference in affective
content separating belief and credence states. We have especially strong evidence for the
proposal that there is an affective component to credence states—Not only do credence states
produce prosodic cues associated with affective content, which our brains track like affective
content, but we also talk and think about credence states as if they have a significant affective
component.
At this point, I think the weaker feature of ToM-ontology is the idea that belief states
lack any significant affective component. While this too is consistent with the way in which
we talk and think about beliefs, it could be that our neurocognitive systems, the English
language, and our introspective judgements are jointly missing something. Recall too that that
evidence from Buckwalter et al. (2015) suggests that discrete, affectless belief (entailed by
knowledge) is distinct from graded, affect-laden belief (not entailed by knowledge).
Nevertheless, it could still be that we’re all missing some tricky-to-spot affective dimension
to belief.11 To dispel this worry a bit further, I would point out that the most obvious
candidate for the affective component of belief, the “seizing” and “freezing” associated with
our desire for settled beliefs and cognitive closure (see Kruglanski and Webster 1996), is best
understood not as a component of belief itself, but rather as a transient affective state that
sometimes accompanies belief formation and revision. While there may in certain cases be
some positive affect that coincides with the formation of a full, settled belief, this affect is not
a permanent fixture of the belief itself. As put by Weisberg, “cognitive closure is the
formation of a full belief” (2020, 14; emphasis added). In short, if there is an affective
component to belief, we’ll have to look elsewhere.
Additionally, one might also worry that ToM-ontology is mistaken in conflating the
feeling of confidence with credence states themselves, perhaps maintaining that the credences
responsible for explaining action are distinct from any associated affective states. While I
cannot conclusively eliminate this worry, I do think it’s less compelling than it might appear.
Crucially, the ceteris paribus preference for ontological simplicity, a central motivation
behind belief-credence monism, counts quite clearly in favour of the identification of
credences with the feeling of confidence. Although here we’ve found evidence favouring the
classification of beliefs and credences as separate types of mental states, I would suggest that
we have no such reason for doing so in the case of credence vs. the feeling of confidence. Not
only are they tightly correlated, with our ToM systems tracking them like a single state, but
we have little reason to doubt that a graded emotional state with propositional content as its
intentional object can be causally efficacious in the way expected of credences. Perhaps one
might object, following Ramsey (1926, 28), that introspection indicates that we frequently
have states that play the causal role of credences absent any feeling of confidence. I’m not
sure that I would agree with such an assessment. However, supposing it’s correct, I’d note
that it is unlikely that affective content is always accessible to introspection. Both
psychologists (see e.g. Winkielman and Berridge 2004) and philosophers (Jäger 2009;
although see also Hatzimoysis 2007) have argued that affective content is frequently
11

Note further that, as here we focused on only very simple cases of belief tracking, we cannot rule out the
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an anonymous reviewer for raising this point.
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inaccessible upon reflection. Unfortunately, here we’ll have to leave open the empirical
question of the extent to which the affective component of S’s credences might not be salient
to S. Nevertheless, in observing that affective content need not be conscious, we might avoid
the worry that observing causally efficacious credence states with no affective content
obvious upon introspection compels us to conclude that credences are distinct from the
feeling of confidence.
In short, the evidence currently available to us indicates that our Theory of Mind
systems identify a genuine affective component of credence, which these systems correctly
take to be absent in belief. As this asymmetry is also present in both ordinary language and
our introspective judgements about belief and credence, we can conclude that a suite of
considerations all suggest that beliefs and credences are distinct types of mental states. To be
clear, because this conclusion follows from a largely empirical argument, it is of course
subject to revision pending new findings, and we cannot rule out the possibility that future
research might identify an affective component for belief as well. However, at this point we
might observe that this conclusion that belief and credence have distinct metaphysical
compositions converges with independent arguments that belief and credence play distinct
functional roles (Ross and Schroeder 2014; Friedman 2019), are distinct at the level of the
cognitive processes that support them (Weisberg 2020), and are largely functionally
independent (Jackson 2021). In this manner, we might understand the argument I’ve
presented here as one member of a group of recent arguments all pointing in the same
direction—Belief and credence are two distinct types of mental states, with neither reducing
to the other.
5. Conclusion: Where does this leave the dualism debate?
Here I’ve argued that our Theory of Mind systems pick out a genuine affective component in
credence states that appears to be absent in belief states, thereby providing a new line of
evidence that these are distinct types of mental states. As mentioned above, one way to overinterpret this argument would be to take it to be conclusive. Especially since we cannot fully
eliminate the possibility that ToM systems, the English language, and our introspective
judgements have jointly overlooked some sneaky affective component of belief states, this
sort of empirical argument is subject to revision pending future findings. However, I want to
close with a word of warning against a second way in which one might over-interpret the
argument I’ve presented here. Unlike other arguments for dualism (e.g. Pettigrew 2015;
Friedman 2019; Jackson 2019; Weisberg 2020), mine doesn’t have any direct implications
for the representational components of belief and credence. Just going of off the evidence
I’ve surveyed here, it could still be that the representational component of belief reduces to
credence, or vice versa. For example, while no longer thereby fully reducing belief to
credence, a credence-first theorist might still say that belief is just some level of credence
minus the affective component. While I’m not sure how compelling I find this move myself,
this type of partial reduction is certainly compatible with my account, allowing the monist to
preserve much of the doxastic profile of belief-credence monism.
In this way, while my account does constrain the scope of the belief-credence
debate—narrowing questions of state reduction to representational content reduction—it does
nothing to settle these questions outright. Instead, the more important point here, which has
gone largely overlooked in recent discussions of belief and credence, is that credence has a
major affective component. Confidence is not merely a representational state. Confidence is
something we feel. Belief is not. Accordingly, neither can fully reduce to the other.
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